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Abstract. It is pointed out that simple models adopted
so far have tended to neglect the obliquity of the
magnetic ®eld lines entering the Earth's surface. A
simple alternative model is presented, in which the
ambient ®eld lines are straight, but enter wedge shaped
boundaries at half a right-angle. The model is illustrated
by assuming an axially symmetric, compressional,
impulse type disturbance at the outer boundary, all
other boundaries being assumed to be perfectly con-
ducting. The numerical method used is checked from the
instant the excitation ceases, by an analytical method.
The ®rst harmonic along ®eld lines is found to be of
noticeable size, but appears to be mainly due to coupling
with the fundamental, and with the ®rst harmonic across
®eld lines.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (MHD waves and
instabilities).
Introduction
One of the many complications in a full theory of
geomagnetic micropulsations is that the Earth's mag-
netic ®eld enters the surface obliquely. However, in the
box model adopted by Kivelson and Southwood (1986)
the ®eld enters everywhere at a right angle because
obliquity was considered of minor importance. The
same applies even in the hydromagnetic wedge used by
Radoski and McClay (1967). An advantage of the right
angle assumption is that the ®eld line coordinate can
then be removed from calculation apart from a con-
stant, n say, representing the harmonic along ®eld lines
that is chosen. The cartesian wedge-shaped model
described below has the oblique property, and is
therefore two dimensional in space, which is rather
more awkward; but it was thought time to test the
importance of obliquity in a simple case. The model is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Cartesian coordinates x, y, z are chosen, with x
representing L-number, y the longitude, and the ambient
magnetic ®eld everywhere parallel to the z axis.
The boundaries are taken at x =0 , x = D, and
z = ( D/4+ x), where D can be taken to be some
length typical of the Earth's plasmasphere or magneto-
sphere. The boundary at x = D is regarded as the outer
one, where an excitation can occur, and the others are
assumed perfectly conducting. Equations for the MHD
axi-symmetric compressional mode can be expressed by
the following system of ®rst order derivatives in time t:
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Here, Y and Q are the y components of E/l and A
2j
respectively, where E is the electric ®eld, j the electric
current, l the free space permeability, and A the Alfve Â n
speed assumed constant. In this system, it is easy to see
how the z coordinate can be removed from the box
model. Recalling that valid z boundaries are then z =0
and z = D, instead of as above, it can be assumed that
both Y and Q have z dependence of form sin(pnz/D).
This function is restored after two dierentiations and
can then be factored out, leaving behind only the
constant -(pn/D)
2. The solution cannot then involve any
other harmonic (in z) but the nth, assuming that the
excitation has the same z dependence. Another thing
shown by Eq. (1) is that the system reduces to the second
order wave equation with constant wave speed A, and
the method given by Sneddon (1957) is valid. This
enables the lowest eigenvalues to be checked.
Higher harmonics than those present in the excitation
signalareexpectedtooccur.InFig 1,theincidentvertical
wave front should enter from the right, and be re¯ected
vertically from the oblique boundaries, so aecting the
pro®lealongthe®eldlines.LeeandLysack(1989)havein
fact found higher harmonics along ®eld lines, when using Correspondence to: J. A. Lawrie
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in various ways, such as something happening at a
boundary, or by an appropriate distribution of Alfve Â n
speed.Here,theeectofobliquityonlyisstudied.Itonaga
et al. (1997a, b) have shown that the x coordinate is very
important, in a highly detailed one dimensional study.
Accordingly, from the instant excitation is removed, and
the boundary condition becomes zero all round the
model, the solution is represented by a series of form
Yx;z;t
X 1
k1
YktUkx;z;
where Ykt
X 1
j1
Cjk expixjt:
2
Cjk is a constant, equivalent to the Ci
(m) quoted by
Sneddon (1957), but not normalised (m ! j and i ! k).
The ®rst three spatial functions in the former series are:
U1  sinpx=D cospz=d;U2  sin2px=D cospz=d
and U3  sinpx=D cos3pz=d;
where d(x)=D/2+2x. It can be seen that U2 represents
the ®rst harmonic in the x direction across ®eld lines,
whereas U3 represents the ®rst (even) harmonic along
them. In the analytic method, the two series (2) are
truncated at j = k = 3 in order to provide an approx-
imate check of the numerical method. It was assumed
that both series converge rapidly. A numerical method is
favoured since it is thought to apply in more compli-
cated cases, and only even modes are studied.
Results and discussion
The Alfve Â n speed was now assumed to be D/p m/s
everywhere. The excitation was assumed to be at the
outer boundary, of form:
YD;z;t 1 ÿ cos2t cos2pz=5D; for 0  t < p;
 0; for t  p; 3
all other boundaries being perfect conductors. The
excitation thus contained only the fundamental along
the outer ®eld line. The conventional four stage Runge-
Kutta method, combined with a ®nite dierence mesh,
was used to ®nd a numerical solution to Eq. (1),
assuming Eq. (3). The coecients Y1, Y2, Y3, for each
value of t, were then found by calculating trigonomet-
rical Fourier series with respect to z and then x. These
were all measured from t = 0 initially. The solution
thus represented was found to be only roughly accurate,
using a simple check; but it was thought valid for
present purposes. The results found for Y1 and Y2 are
shown in Fig. 2:. These two curves are fairly regular,
with angular frequencies approximately x1 =
1.3 rad s
)1 and x2  2:0 rad s
)1. The result for Y3 is
shown in Fig. 3:. This curve is not as regular as those in
Fig. 2, and it is therefore necessary to take a (fast)
Fourier transform of Y3, for t  p secs, in order to ®nd
the frequency content. This is displayed in Fig. 4: The
main angular frequencies are, approximately, 1.2, 2.1
and 3.0 rad s
)1, and are thought to be x1, x2, and x3,
respectively. The values found by the analytical method
are x1  1:3, x2  2:2 and x3  2:7 rad s
)1.
In the analytical method, it is clear that the various
spatial functions are all coupled with one another when
obliquity is introduced. Evidently, the reason that x1
and x2 are able to predominate in the Fourier transform
of Y3 is that U3 is coupled to U1 and to U2. The
eigenmodes that mainly correspond to these two spatial
functions therefore dominate behaviour, whereas that
mainly due to U3 itself has little eect. The noticeable
Fig. 1. Cross section of the cartesian wedge model in the normalised
x-z plane. The arrow shows the direction of the ambient magnetic ®eld
Fig. 2. The calculated values of the harmonics Y1 (lower panel)a n d
Y2 (upper panel). Y1 and Y2 have been scaled by a common factor,
chosen such that the mean amplitude of Y1 is approximately equal to
1a m p / s
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spatial distribution along ®eld lines; but the ®rst
harmonic in time would evidently be due rather to
spatial variation in the x direction across them. This
would be caused by the type of excitation at the outer
boundary, which is the major feature.
It would seem also that the numerical method checks
reasonably well with the analytical method, from the
instant excitation ceases, and the remarks therefore
apply equally well to earlier times (0  t < p). The
method seems useful too, for more complicated cases.
Conclusions
It is concluded that, in the case considered, the eect of
obliquity is to produce a higher spatial harmonic along
the ®eld lines. The higher temporal harmonic, on the
other hand, seems mainly caused by what happens
across the ®eld lines. This seems due to the type of
excitation at the outer boundary.
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Fig. 3. The calculated value of the harmonic Y3. The same scaling
factor has been used as for Y1 and Y2
Fig. 4. The Fourier transform of Y3 for t  p s. The Fourier
transforms of Y1 and Y3 have been scaled by a common factor
(dierent from Fig. 2), chosen such that the peak value of the
transform of Y1 is approximately equal to 1 amp/s
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